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CHILL-ICE is the latest analogue
campaign in collaboration with
the EuroMoonMars (EMM) and
ILEWG project groups.

C H I L L - I C E  &  E M M

From the 24th of July until the 6th of August 2021, a
research campaign focused on two 48-hr analogue
astronaut missions.

T h e  F i e l d  C a m p a i g n

The CHILL-ICE Campaign and the analogue missions will focus on the
mapping, exploration, and researching the habitability of lava tubes
on Earth, to establish the feasibility of lunar and Martian lava tube
habitats.

The campaign will take place inside and around a lunar-analogue lava tube on Iceland.

L a v a  Tu b e s  a n d  R e s e a r c h

The Astroland
Interplanetary
Agency will
sponsor these
space suits,
designed for
speleological
exploration,
which will be
worn during
the analogue
missions of the
CHILL-ICE field
campaign.

The habitat is constructed by students and faculty members of the Wilson School of
Design of the Kwantlen Polytechnic University in Richmond, Canada. The habitat,
dubbed ‘ECHO’ (Extreme Cave Habitat One), will house 3 analogue astronauts for a
period of 48 hours and is a portable and self-standing inflatable structure.

ECHO contains an airlock, storage space, and enough room to create a realistic space work environment, and is
powered by the PVES (PhotoVoltaic Energy System) from outside of the lava tube.

T h e  H a b i t a t

The CHILL-ICE Field campaign will take place in the Hallmundarhraun Lava field,
in the eastern part of the Stefánshellir lava tube system, western Iceland.

T h e  E n v i r o n m e n t

Located only 2.5 hr drive from Reykjavík, Stefánshellir offers a
pristine environment, with a clear tephrostratrigraphy and small
‘lava droplets’ on the ceiling. Even for Earth’s comfortable
conditions, the inside of the tube is practically void of any radiation.

For more information, please check out our website: https://chill-ice.com or send us a direct email via info@chill-ice.com. If you want to contribute to our campaign, financially or with an astrobiological or geological research

investigation, please contact CHILL-ICE mission head Marc Heemsker directly viamarc@chill-ice.com. We thank and acknowledge our amazing sponsors and partners: 4th Planet Logistics, Astroland Interplanetary Agency, Blinkinglights, Cranfield
University, EuroMoonMars / ILEWG, Heemskerk Innovative Technology, Hellarannsóknafélag Íslands (Icelandic Speleological Society), KU Leuven, Lunar Zebro, Lyo Foods, Reykjavik University (Háskólinn í Reykjavík), Space Iceland, The Hague
University of Applied Sciences, TU Delft, TU Dublin, Uline, VU Amsterdam,Wilson School of Design / Kwantlen Polytechnic University, our mission advisors, our analogue astronauts and back-up crew members, and all our future partners.

M o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n
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CHILL-ICE is the latest analogue
campaign in collaboration with
the EuroMoonMars (EMM)
project group. After an initial
scouting mission in 2018, and a
network establishing ‘envoy’
mission in 2020, the CHILL-ICE
(Construction of a Habitat
Inside a Lunar-analogue Lava
tube – Iceland campaign of
EMM) research campaign will
focus on the in-simulation
deployment of a habitat for a
crew of 3 people.

C H I L L - I C E  &  E M M
From the 24th of July until the 6th of August 2021, the
CHILL-ICE Core Mission Team will host a research
campaign focused on two short analogue astronaut
missions. These analogue missions will last for 48 hours
and will have 3 astronauts each. During the simulation,
the astronauts will deploy their habitat, power supply,
and communications systems in the first 8 hours. This is
to simulate the maximum amount of time one can
realistically spend in one consecutive period working in
a spacesuit. The next 40 hours are spend working in a
simulated lunar research outpost environment,
including performing Extra-Vehicular Activities (EVAs),
scientific research, doing interviews, and writing
reports.

T h e  F i e l d  C a m p a i g n
The CHILL-ICE Campaign and the analogue missions will focus on the
mapping, exploration (human and robotic), and researching the
habitability of lava tubes on Earth, to establish the feasibility of lunar
and Martian lava tube habitats. Lava tubes offer great potential for
human housing on the lunar and the Martian surface. These tunnel-
like formations offer not protection against cosmic and solar radiation,
(micro)meteorites, and diurnal temperature changes, but are also
highly unlikely to contain large quantities of regolith and perchlorates;
two lethally dangerous compounds commonly found on the lunar and
Martian surface, respectively. Furthermore, as they are formed by
active volcanism and offer such cosmic protection, the inside of these
tubes is likely to be one of the most pristine environments one could
find on the Moon and Mars, potentially containing clues to the origins
of these planetary bodies, and perhaps even life itself.

L a v a  Tu b e s  a n d  R e s e a r c h

The habitat is constructed by students and faculty members of the Wilson School of
Design of the Kwantlen Polytechnic University in Richmond, Canada. The habitat,
dubbed ‘ECHO’ (Extreme Cave Habitat One), will house 3 analogue astronauts for a
period of 48 hours and is a portable and self-standing inflatable structure.

ECHO contains an airlock, storage space, and enough room to create a realistic space work
environment, and is powered by the PVES from outside of the lava tube.

T h e  H a b i t a t

The CHILL-ICE Field campaign will take place in the Hallmundarhraun Lava field,
on the western side of Iceland, approximately 2.5 hours driving from the
capital, Reykjavík. The habitat will be placed in the eastern part of the
Stefánshellir lava tube, where also most of the EVAs will take place. During
each analogue mission, one exploration EVA will take place in the
accompanying Surtshellir lava tube system. The terrain will also be further
scouted and mapped by drone, LIDAR, photogrammetry, and rovers, both
during the analogue missions, as outside-of-simulation.

The geochemical composition of the rocks found in the Hallmundarhraun lava
field, are quite similar to the lunar basalts that include the lava tubes. Surface
analysis of the subsurface, either by ground penetrating radar, or
magnetometry, will be used to pick locations for future exploration by small
rovers, such as the Lunar Zebro. This is done as a final stage preparation for the
actual lunar lava tube missions that will hopefully take place in the near future.

T h e  E n v i r o n m e n t
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